
Red White Quilts II: 14 Quilts With Everlasting
Appeal
Embark on a Quilting Odyssey

Prepare to be captivated by the latest installment in the celebrated quilting
series, Red White Quilts II. This remarkable book presents a treasure trove
of 14 quilt patterns that embody the enduring spirit of American quilting.
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A Symphony of Classic Designs

Each quilt in Red White Quilts II is a testament to the timeless appeal of
classic designs. You'll find iconic patterns like the Log Cabin, the Nine-
Patch, and the Sawtooth Star, each imbued with a fresh and contemporary
twist.

Inspired by History and Tradition

The quilts in this book draw inspiration from a rich tapestry of American
history and tradition. From the patriotic stars and stripes of the American
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Flag to the delicate floral motifs of Victorian gardens, each quilt evokes a
unique chapter in our nation's story.

A Masterful Fusion of Colors

The vibrant red and white color scheme is the defining characteristic of Red
White Quilts II. These quilts masterfully combine shades of crimson,
scarlet, and burgundy with pristine whites, creating striking and eye-
catching designs.

Expert Craftsmanship, Simplified

While the quilts in this book are visually stunning, they are also
approachable even for beginner quilters. The clear and detailed instructions
will guide you through every step of the process, ensuring that you can
create these timeless masterpieces with confidence.

14 Patterns to Capture Your Imagination

Immerse yourself in a world of quilting possibilities with 14 diverse patterns
to choose from:

1. American Star: A patriotic celebration in crimson and white.

2. Blazing Arrow: Bold geometric shapes create a dynamic and eye-
catching design.

3. Cherry Blossom: A delicate dance of floral motifs.

4. Flying Geese: A traditional pattern with a modern twist.

5. Friendship Star: A symbol of unity and enduring bonds.

6. Garden Party: A vibrant symphony of floral blooms.



7. Hilltop: A serene landscape captured in quilt form.

8. Log Cabin: An American classic reimagined in stunning red and white.

9. Nine-Patch: A versatile pattern with endless possibilities.

10. Red Star Delight: A festive and cheerful quilt perfect for any occasion.

11. Sawtooth Star: A classic design with a modern touch.

12. Star Delight: A constellation of stars in a vibrant red and white night
sky.

13. Stars and Stripes: A patriotic tribute to the American flag.

14. Victoria's Garden: A romantic and Victorian-inspired masterpiece.

Quilts That Tell a Story

Each quilt in Red White Quilts II is more than just a beautiful object. They
are stories told through fabric, capturing moments in time, honoring
traditions, and celebrating the enduring power of creativity.

A Legacy to Cherish

Pass down the timeless art of quilting with Red White Quilts II. This book is
an heirloom in the making, a treasure that will inspire generations to come.

Free Download Your Copy Today

Don't miss out on the opportunity to add these exceptional quilts to your
quilting collection. Free Download your copy of Red White Quilts II today
and embark on a journey of timeless inspiration.
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Short, Skinny Mark Tatulli: The Ultimate Guide
to a Leaner, Healthier You
Are you tired of being overweight and unhealthy? Do you want to lose
weight and keep it off for good? If so, then Short, Skinny Mark Tatulli is
the book for...

Embark on an Unforgettable Cycling
Adventure: The Classic Dover Calais Route and
the Enchanting Avenue Verte
Explore the Timeless Charm of England and France by Bike Prepare to
be captivated as you embark on an extraordinary cycling journey along
the...
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